On November 3, 2019, **approximately 400 kids, parents, nonprofit representatives and volunteers** came together for PGK’s fourth annual Create the Change® Day Boston.
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**Made over 100 holiday cards for troops overseas and collected many bags and boxes of candy for military care packages**
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**Assembled 150 shower bags for homeless women**
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**Made over 300 toiletry kits for low-income and homeless individuals**
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**Created 55 Thanksgiving crafts for homebound elderly neighbors to decorate their holiday tables**
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**Decorated 115 placemats and wreaths to brighten local shelters this holiday season**
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**Crafted 125 welcome home keychains and celebration bracelets for people transitioning to homes and those completing therapeutic youth programs, respectively**
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**And we collected dozens of hand and feet warmers, hats, gloves, and new socks for the winter ahead for neighbors in need.**
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**Crafted 75 no-sew blankets for shelter animals**
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**Filled 100 activity boxes full of fun for pediatric hospice and hospital patients**
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**Made 150 custom bookmarks for early readers and collected more than 260 books for low-income children**
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**Wrapped 1,000 silverware packets for holiday meals for the homeless**
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**Made 250 cards of encouragement to accompany winter hat, glove and shoe donations for local low-income and homeless youth**
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**Filled 104 backpacks with school supplies for homeless students**

**On November 3, 2019, approximately 400 kids, parents, nonprofit representatives and volunteers came together for PGK’s fourth annual Create the Change® Day Boston.**

**www.projectgivingkids.org**

**Made possible by:**

- Dr. Anne C. Kubik and Michael A. Krupka
- Consigli Foundation
- NBC 10 Boston
- Pamela Neville
- Tilton Wealth Management

**Created by Pamela Neville**